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Practical Work with the Codling Moth
and with a Combined Insecticide

and Fungicide.

F. L. WASHBURN.

The object of the following experiment (Experiment I) was to con-
vince farmers of Oregon that spraying with Paris Green solutions was
an effective remedy for the ravages of the codling moth. The purposeof Experiment II., was to demonstrate the utility of combining a
fungicide and insecticide to secure two results, namely: Preventionof scab (Fusicladiwn dendri/icum) on the fruit and the lessening ofthe injury caused by the codling moth. That is, this combination
was intended to do what the simple mixture of Experiment I. did plus
the additional work of preventing the formation of the scab.

The attendant expense should not figure in a criticism of the advan-
tage of the operation, and, barring the cost of the materialis not stated,
inasmuch as much of the manual work was done by students and was
more costly than it would be upon a farm and when done on a largerscale. Further experiments, it is hoped, will be entered upon next
season to find the least number of sprayings required and the smallest
pecuniary outlay necessary.

EXPERIMENT I.
About 36 trees, (apple and pear) most of them large trees,in the neighborhood of 26 years old, in the orchard north of thecollege were sprayed with a mixture of water and Paris Green,one pound of the poison to 200 gallons of nater for the first spraying

and one pound to 300 gallons of water for all subsequent sprayings.About 6 lbs. of soap (whale-oil soap or soft soap) were added to everygallons of the liquid with good results, causing an even spraying of
the solution over the fruit and leaf and apparently, rendering the
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poison more tenacious. Less soap, say lbs. to every o gallons, would
have probably done equally gotd work.

In every case one tree was left unsprayed of a similar kind as the
sprayed tree, to serve as a check on the latter. It would be unneces-
sarily tedious to go over the record for all the trees treated, and only

a part is shown below, chosen with a reference to representing the

different varieties found in the orchard, and amply sufficient to demon-

strate the desired point.
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But little explanation of the table is needed. Tree No.
oniy received two sprayings as indicated see Table B, for its record
of wormy apples. Tree No. 24 received only two sprayings, while
No. received six. The sprayed Waxen No. 22 and its check No. 2!
appeared to be almost equally affeted. Tree No. 72 is given that
the effect of one spraying, when the moth was doing its worst work,
might be seen. One spraying was given July 3oth; see Table B, for
the effect of this on wormy apple record. No. 30 is given to show
the effect, as far as the moth is concerned, of spraying with sulphide
of soda, whale-oil soap and Paris Green on dates indicated in Table
A. No. 31, checks No. 30. See table B, for the details of wormy
apple record for these two trees.



Record of Wormy Apples Picked from Beneath the Trees to Show the Difference in

Amount of Infested Fruit From Sprayed and Unsprayed Trees. It Also Shows

the Dates When the Larvae Were Most Abundant and Destructive.
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About the 1st of August burlap bands (canvas bands were used on
one or two trees) were placed about the trunks of the trees, two to
each tree, the lower one about i% feet from the ground and the upper
a foot above the lower. These were examined every four or five days,
except in the latter part of the season when a little longer interval
elapsed, and the pupating 1arv concealed beneath, were killed. The
record of larvn killed was carefully kept for each tree and in Table C,
following, a sufficient number of trees with their records are given to
indicate that this band system is quite a valuable adjunct to spraying.

Table C, Showing Number of Larv Killed Beneath
Bands on Dates Indicated.

This Table C not only shows the record of individual trees but also
the dates when the larv matured in greatest numbers. Looking at
tree No. 7 for instance, and assuming, if we may, that about three
weeks is the interval between the hatching of the egg and the pupa
stage passed beneath the bands we can calculate approximately the
dates when the eggs hatched most numerously. Unfortunately, the
broods overlap to such an extent, eggs, the minute larv and half
grown and adult individuals being found in large numbers at the same
time, that it is not safe to rely upon this statement entirely as regulat-
ing the number of sprayings necessary. The canvas bands were more
effective than burlap and more larv were found under them than

'0

0 b -- - - '0 0'- '0
('1z < 0

44 0 0 0 I I I 0 0 0 I

46 0 o 0 0 o o I I 0 2

43 0 o 0 I 0 I 0 I 4 I

47 17 6 8 24 7 5 27 49

24 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0

51 3 4 5 7 0 I 5 1 0

5 2 5 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I

6 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
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under the burlap, the latter being loose textured and not offering to
the worm as secure a hiding place as the canvas. The result of a test
to find the relative number of larv under upper and lower bands is
here given

No of Tree Aug. ii Aug. 14.
Upper Lower Upper Lower.

6o 4 2 4 I
58 2 2 3 I
53 2 3 1 --
45 2 -. --
33 0 2 1 --
72 7 I 2 4

'fotal . . 17 10 . . . ii 6

It would appear from this, that the upper band is chosen more
frequently than the lower.

An interval of from 7 to to days was intended to elapse between the
first and second sprayings and i8 or 19 days between all subsequent
sprayings, but owing to one or two fairly heavy rains shortly after
spraying, extra sprayings seemed necessary (See Table A). The rain-
fall record at Corvallis during the spring, summer and fall of last year
has an important bearing upon this point and is here given. Follow-
ing it are the results of a few tests applied to specimens of apples
from sprayed trees to determine the permanency of the poison

Rainfall Record, (From Report of U. S. Signal Service.)
May June July Aug. and Sept. Oct.

5
* I 10-100 in. 2 1-100 in. No appreciable 4 35-100 lfl

7 1-100 in. 2 1-100 in. 5 30-100 10. amount. 6 5-100 in
10 * 1777-100 in. 6 2-100 lfl, 1155-100 ifl
12 4-100 in. iS 3-100 in. 8 13-100 in 13 10-100 in
19 22-100 in. 20 15-100 in. 9 4-100 in. 15 15-100 in
27 * 22 i6-ioo in. 18 45-100 in
29 2-100 in. 23 10-100 in,
31 * 24 4-100 in.

26 3-100 in.

Total, 29-100 in. 1 39-100 in. 50-100 in. I 65-100 iO
* Unappreciable.
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First Examination of Apples (Four from each Tree) from
Sprayed Trees; in the Chemical Laboratory

of the Experiment Station, May 20.

No, 5 Baldwin: . . Last sprayed May 10: Very slight trace of arsenic
42 Rambo:..."" " Strong trace of arsenic.
40 Ranibo:..."" " Trace.

43 Rambo:..."" Trace.

Second Examination June 9.
No. i Rambo: . . . Last sprayed May 21: No arsenic.

5 Baldwin:... " " " No arsenic.
40 Rambo: . . . " " " . Trace.
42 Rambo: . . . " " " Very slight trace.
62 Pound Pear: * " " Trace.
5a Baldwin: * ,"" '. Trace.

Third Examination June i8.
No. 62 Pound Pear:* . Last sprayed June 10 . . . Slight trace of arsenic.

30 Seedling Apple:* """ ii . . . Decided trace.
54 Summer Sweet: """ 10 . . . No trace.
64 Fall Nellis Pear: """ io . . . Slight trace.

*Nos. 62, 5a and 30 were sprayed with whale-oil soap, suiphide of soda and Paris
Green, (See Experiment II.) '1'he above results indicate that this mixture is more
permanent than the simple Paris Green and water mixture.

Fourth Examination July xx.
No. i Rambo: . . . Last Sprayed June 28 Slight trace of arsenic.

6t Summer Doyenne Pear: " " 28 Trace.

Fifth Examination Aug. i8.
No. i Rambo: . . Last Sprayed July 30 . No arsenic.

7 Baldwin: . """ , . No arsenic.
64 Fall Nellis Pear: " " No arsenic.
53 Fall Pippin: * Last"" . . Very slight trace.

*Sprayed with whale-oil soap, sulphide of soda and Paris Green.

In every examination four apples were picked, at random, from
each tree. The Marsh test for arsenic was applied in every case.
The above tables A, B, C, the Rainfall Record, results of examina-
tion for arsenic, etc., are given at some length with the expectation
that by consulting and comparing them many self-asked questions on
the part of the reader will be answered.
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EXPERIMENT II.
A Combined Fungicide and Insecticide.

The use of a combination to protect fruit from scab (Eusicladiurn
dendriticurn) and at the same time prevent the ravages of the codling
moth was tried largely at the suggestion of a prominent Oregoi
orchardist.

The fungicide used was suiphide of soda and whale-oil soap.

Recipe.

io lbs. whale-oil soap.
20 gals. water.

i lb. Am. concentrated lye.
2 lbs. sulphur.
i gal. water.

When a is heated enough to become thoroughly liquid and 6 has
been boiled until it is thoroughly mixed and dark brown, add 6 to a
then heat for half an hour, add 30 gallons of water and use at a
temperature of 1200 Fahrenheit.

( io lbs. whale oil-soap, 30 cents.
Cost of Mixture. i lb. Am. concentrated lye, 15 cents.

2 lbs. sulphur, ro cents.

Total cost about 55 cents (the sulphur would be much cheaper if
purchased at wholesale) for 5o gallons which will, with a good nozzle,
afford one spraying for 35 or more large trees. Paris Green was
added in the same proportions as in Experiment I, 1. e. i lb. to 200
gals. of the mixture for the first spraying and i lb. to 300 gals. for
all subsequent sprayings.

A Red Astrachan, a Bell Flower, a Spitzenberg and two Baldwins,
in a private orchard were sprayed with this mixture warmed to 135°
Fahr. Possibly, in one instance, it was a very few degrees warmer.

It was found directly after the first spraying, that the foliage of three
or four of the trees so treated was considerably burned, especially on
the south-west side of the tree. Therefore the liquid for the second
and subsequent sprayings, was used at about i 20° Fahr. and the poison
was added in the proportion of i lb to 300 gals. of the mixture
which seemed to suit the foliage better than when used warmer or
with more poison.
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'Table D, Trees Treated with Combined Fungicide and
Insecticide.

An accurate record of No. i could not be kept. About 7 bushels
were taken from it and the few wormy apples among them could be
almost counted upon the fingers of the two hands. No. 2 had but
little fruit, but what was gathered was in fine condition. No. should
have had another spraying ; the apples were remarkably sound up to
within two weeks of picking. The Spitzenberg seems to be a special
:favorite with the moth, and some other variety of apple might have
run the same period, from July 12 to Oct. i8, without showing such
a bad record. At the same time, by referring to Table E, it is evident
that a later spraying would have been beneficial and that by allowing
a longer interval to elapse between sprayings in Experiment II, which,
it has been shown, would safely be done; one or two later sprayings
could have been given without at all increasing the total number of
sprayings.

In order to test the efficacy of one late spraying on badly infested
trees, Nos. 6 and were allowed to run untouched until Aug. 23d,
and then one spraying was given, using the same compound as upon
1, 2, 3, and .

The result is seen in Table E; there is, apparently,
a slightly appreciable effect, but the final record clearly demonstrates
the truth of the old adage: "A stitch in time saves nine."
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chan May13 May21 July 12

2 Bellfiower Oct. 8 61 42 '9 67 33
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berg. Oct. i8 101 46 55 46 54

4 Baldwin Oct. i6 I 101 708 393 64 36

:5 904 812 92 90 10

6 Aug 23 893 241 652 36 64

674 90 584 '3 87
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Table E, Record of Wormy Apples in Orchard used

in Experiment II.

The fruit from all the trees used in this experiment, except 6 and
were entirely free from scab. No trees could be utilized as checksother than 6 and 7, but from the scabby condition of the fruit the
preceding year and from reports and personal observations on the
same varieties in other orchards the present season, it is evident that
the mixture is very effective against this fungus. Nos. 6 and 7 were
both scabby.

'l'o test the efficacy of the fungicide when used on fruit upon which
the scab had obtained a firm hold, a badly affected Summer Sweet was
sprayed July 3oth, with the mixture, with no satisfactory result. Thefruit on a Pound Pear sprayed with this compound most thoroughly
on May soth, i3th, 22d, June joth, 3oth and July 12th, did not com-
pare favorably in size or coloring with fruit on a Pound Pear used as a
check. The inference in this case was that the liquid had been used
too warm and with unnecessary frequency.

SEVERAL OBSERVATIONS ON EXPERIMENTS
I AND II.

When the wormy apples from beneath the trers in these two experi-
ments were not personally gathered and counted, this work was per-
formed by Mr. Clarence Laughlin, a student, assisting the department

Dates of
Gathering 14 22

'0
10 15 23

U.

21 28

C
8 12 i6 18 20

No.i

"2 0 0 0 I 0 0 ------ I I oi6
"3 0 000O3... 1 3 0 3I3_32
" 4 0 0 0 4 2 3 5 7 26 22 47 71. ------ 206

5 0 1 0 6 0 0 I I 10 1 I1__ 1150 ______
" 6 9 4 35 0 18 44 46 74 66 36 44 53259

7 0 2 50 3 10 37 52 96 135 43 41 46 t09 ______
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at that time, and daily evidence was given of his faithfulness, and the

accuracy of his work.

In Experiment I., i lb. of soft soap to 5o gals. of liquid was first
used, but this aiiiount of soap being apparently too small to secure the
desired even spreading of the liquid, it was increased until toward the
end of the season, the proportions of 6 lbs. of soap to 50 gals. was
used. This amount of soap (6 lbs) is unnecessarily large.

An orchard experimented upon as in Experiment I., with check
trees, is nardly a fair criterion as to the efficacy of spraying, inasmuch
-as the number of sound apples would be far greater in an orchard in
which no trees are left unsprayed to afford breeding places for the
moth.

A codling moth was observed as late as November 15, pointing
strongly to the possible lateness of the last egg-laying.

Messrs. Taylor, Nasen & Co., i i 2 Front street, San Francisco, sell
-whale oil soap, which they guarantee to be genuine, at 3 cents per lb.,
in cans of 45 lbs., or casks of about 400 lbs. This soap has been tried
at the experiment station and by at least one prominent orchardist in

the State, and has given perfect satisfaction.

The trees used in Experiment II. were badly infested two years ago
with the branch form of woolly aphis (Schizoneura lauiçera). The
season just passed they showed some of the pests before spraying, but
after two or three sprayings with the above combination, they were
nearly or quite exempt, the louse not appearing on these trees until
two weeks or later after the last spraying. While this may not be con-
clusive it is to be regarded as very good evidence in favor of the use of
this mixture.

SUMMARIZING FROM I AND II.
There is always danger of too much generalization from a single

experiment or from a limited number of experiments, yet from
the series of results obtained in the above, it seems safe to conclude
that two or three sprayings with Paris Green on the very early apples
will save from 70 to 8o per cent, of the fruit, and that six sprayings,
not counting extra sprayings occasioned by heavy rains, will save from
5 to 75 per cent. upon all later apples, except the latest, Baidwins, for

example, and they should receive one or two additional sprayings later
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in the season. The necessity of this is shown by the fact that our
Baidwins were in excellent condition up to within about three weeks of
picking, when the worms began to make bad work with them.

When whale-oil soap, sulphide of soda and Paris Green are used as
a combination, a fewer number of sprayings is necessary than when
Paris Green is used alone, as in Experiment I. This combined fungi-
cide and insecticide keeps apples free from scab, acts as a salutary
check upon the branch form of woolly aphis, and hence makes a more
desirable spray than the simple mixture used in Experiment I. Care
should be taken that it is not used too warm, 120° Fah. is warm enough,
and that the poison is not too strong. One pound of Paris Green to
300 gals. of the fungicide for the first and all sprayings is safer than
a stronger mixture.

From the arsenic test and from the personal observations on fruit
sprayed with Paris Green and water alone without any soap, it would
appear that when the simple insecticide is used (as in Experiment I.),
the presence of soap in the liquid causes the Paris Green to adhere
longer to the apple, and it would appear that when lbs. of soap to o
gals. of the mixture are used, an interval of i8 days, but not longer,
can safely elapse, in favorable weather, between all sprayings except
the first and the second, and between these two a period of seven days
is better than a longer interval, in order to insure thorough work at a
time when it is most needed.

If the combination (as in Experiment II.) is used, a longer interval,
say 25 days, can safely elapse, if the treatment is thorough, between
all sprayings after the second, if the weather be favorable.

Insist upon getting good Paris Green. The poison used in the above
experiments came from Messrs. Langley, Michaels & Co., of San Fran-
cisco, and formed, with a little water, a smooth paste which readily
spread through the mass when added to a large volume of liquid.

On the other hand, some obtained from Portland could not be made
to mix with water readily, and being regarded as an inferior article,
was discarded.

Do not allow any local dealer to convince you that he can sell you
a poison which will kill all and every insect under the sun. This is as
impossible as it is for one medicine' to cure all diseases.
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Isolated orchards, and orchards where no trees are left unsprayed,

will naturally require fewer sprayings then when there are trees in the
same orchard, or near by, which are left unsprayed.

Sprayings of whale-oil soap solution alone, or whale-oil soap and
suiphide of soda, without the poison, having been found efficacious for
a time, might be used for the later sprayings in places where fruit tree
owners are unnecessarily timid. But trees so treated will not show as
good a record, even though Paris Green is used at first, as where the
poison is used for all the sprayings, and experiments have demonstrated
that apples can be safely used two weeks after being sprayed with the
poison.

It is very important that all wormy apples should be removed from
beneath the trees and destroyed at intervals of five days.

The use of bands about the trunks is a desirable adjunct to spraying.
Canvas bands are preferable to those made of burlap, and two bands
do better work than one. They should be examined every five days,
and the larv2e found concealed beneath them should be killed by
crushing them with a stick or knife, and the hands then replaced.

The coming season an experiment will be tried, if the opportunity
is offered, to find the fewest number of sprayings necessary and the
least expense attendant iii treating an entire orchard with the combined
fungicide and insecticide used in Experiment II. It is our belief that
a much longer interval, as mentioned above, may elapse between
all sprayings after the second than has been allowed the past sea-
son, thus permitting one or two later sprayings without increasing
their total number.

SUGGESTIONS REGARDING SPRAYING, MA-
CHINERY, ETC.

In Bulletin No. there were illustrations of spraying machinery,
directions for spraying, etc., and much need not be said on that point
here.

The Pump: The machine used at the station during the last season
was Nixon's Climax Pump No. , and it gave good satisfaction. This
pump sells at the factory in Dayton, Ohio, for $20.00. For a large
orchard, however, a pump which can be attached to a good sized port-
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able reservoir is the best. A new style of pump selling for 15.0o
at the factory, is now made by the Nixon Company. The legs can be
removed and the pump can be screwed to the top of a barrel or tank.
The freight on either of these two pumps from Dayton, Ohio, to Port-
land, Oregon, is about 3.00. The same firm sells larger pumps at
more advanced prices.

The Field Force Pump Co., of Lockport, N. Y., sell a large assort-
ment of reliable pumps ranging in price from 11.00 to .00, at the
factory, the latter price being asked for the large improved "Victor,"
worked with horsepower.

The following well known firms carry large stocks of pumps, and
will send catalogues to any one desiring them: Goldsmith & Loewen-
berg, Portland, Ore., agents for the Field Force Pump Co.; T. & P.
Gregory & Co., San Francisco, Cal.; Rumsey & Co., Seneca Falls,
N. Y.; Woodin & Little, San Francisco, Cal.; Baker & Hamilton,
San Francisco and Sacramento, Cal., and Stayer & Walker, Portland,
Oregon.

J'he Nozzle. This is the all-important item; for almost any good
pump obtained from a reliable dealer, and costing from I2.oO to

35.00 and upward, will do good work with the proper attachments,
but a large proportion of the success and economy in spraying depends
upan the nozzle. The Nixon nozzle was used in the above experi-
ments, and is especially good when used against the woolly aphis, the
forcible stream washing away the woolly secretion from their bodies.
This nozzle is sold in different sizes by the Nixon Nozzle and Machine
Co., Dayton, Ohio. Price, i.00.

But when the fruit and foliage are to be sprayed, in order to accom-
plish the most with the least amount of liquid, the Cyclone nozzle with
the Vermorel attachment, sold by the Field Force Pump Co., is by far
the best. It is expensive, costing r. 75; but the "best is the cheapest''
in this case, and with one of these screwed to the end of the bamboo ex-
tension (see cut page i8), the fine fog may be placed at any point
in the tree. One of these nozzles has an opening on the top, and
another nozzle an opening on the side, the latter allowing the tree to
be sprayed from the inside, and is also useful in spraying the under
surface of the leaves, etc.

The bamboo extension consists of a brass tube inclosed in a bamboo
rod, and its lower end is attached to the discharge hose coming from
the pump, and is furnished with a valve operated by the small wheel

4
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seen in sketch. The cut represents a piece of the bamboo
rod removed to show the brass tubing within. Ten feet
of it costs about $5.00, and is for sale by Stayer &
WTalker, and other dealers on this coast, and by Eastern
firms. Almost any needed length can be obtained.

The Tank: The style and size of tank or reservoir
must be decided by the needs of the user, whether he is to
content himself with a "knapsack sprayer,'' fitting on his
shoulders for spraying two or three small trees, rosebushes,
etc., price about I4.00, for sale by The Field Force Pump
Co., and dealers on this coast, or whether a barrel holding
50 gals., or a specially constructed tank holding 250 or 300
gallons.

One of these latter is in use in a promising orchard near
Eugene. It can be run out of the shed on rollers, directly
on to wheels and carried to the trees. The strong pump,
one of the many good pumps on the market, is placed at
one end. By an ingeniously arranged lever the driver can
keep the liquid within the tank constantly stirred. The
owner of this machine uses the Cyclone nozzle with bam-
boo extension and says he would have no other The hole
in this nozzle occasionally clogs, and the obstruction has
to be removed with a pin. With the Vermorel niodifica-
tion the cleaning of the nozzle is the work of less than a
second.

Should a tank like the above be used with the combina-
tion mentioned in Experiment II., some means should be
devised to keep the liquid heated to i 20° Fahr., or to warm
it U to that point when it grows cool. The necessary de-
tails of such a tank can be arranged by any ingenious
orchardist.

When any appliance attached to a pump and purporting
to keel) the poison and liquid well mixed, should not do
its work thoroughly, some means should be adopted by
the owner of the outfit to secure this end. Otherwise
some trees will get but little of the poison, and others so
much that they will be seriously burned.
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Climax No. 3, Price $20.00 manufactured by the Nixon Nozzle
Machine Co. Dayton, Ohio. Freight to lortland,

Oregon, about $3.00



improved Climax, made to fit onto barrel if desired. Price same
as old style. Both No. 2 and 3 have two discharge orifices.

A

Cyclone Nozzle with Vermorel modification, for sale by The Field Force Pump Co.,
Lockport N. V.



Knapsack Sprayer, for sale
by The Field Force Pump
Co., Lockport, N. V.
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The Improved Empire Spraying Pump, for sale by
The Field Force Pump Co., Lockport, N. Y.
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The New Large 1-lorsepower l'ump and Tank, for sale by The Field Force Pump Co. The
machine as shown in cut is rigged for spraying two rows of grape vines. The nozzles

can he replaced by hose and two rows of fruit trees sprayed simultaneously.



The Hop Louse,

F. I.,. WASHBURN.

Estimates place the hop production of Washington for the past sea-
son at 42,000 bales, of Oregon 25,000 bales and of California some-
thing over 35,000 bales. Washington and Oregon together produced
67,000 bales and allowing 200 las. to the bale, we have a production
for these two states of 13,400,000 lbs., over and above that lost by
lice. Thirty cents per lb. would be, perhaps, a fair average price of
the whole crop which means an income of 4,020,000 for these two
states.

From statements as to individual losses, elicited by circulars sent out
last December, it seems fair to consider that the total crop in Oregon
and Washington was injured to the extent of about one-twelfth of its
value, which places the loss from the hop louse for the past season in
these two states at about $365,000, with a fair prospect of said loss be-
ing largely increased the coming season.

Without conjecturing regarding the future of hop growing in Ore-
gon, let us proceed at once to the consideration of a pest which threat-
ens what is at present at least, a very important industry in our state.

In the early part of last August, the station received from a hop
yard in Lane county, some badly crushed Aphid, which the sender,
an Englishman, and an old hop raiser, considered to be the true hop
louse, (Phorodon huinuli).

Almost simultaneously with these there came reports from Washing-
ton state of injury to hops there by the hop louse, and a personal letter
from the Secretary of the California State Board of Horticulture ask-
ing us, in view of the threatened danger from this pest, to take every
means possible to stop its spreading south into California.

Meanwhile, identification of the crushed specimens from Lane coun-
ty being impossible, the writer, about August 20th, visited the yard in
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question, where the establishment of the identity of Phorodon was a
comparatively easy matter.

It was found that a large number of the yards lying in the bottom
land along the Mackenzie river, were badly infested. Yet the injury
was by no means confined to this locality nor to Lane county; Marion,
Polk, Benton and other counties suffering to a greater or less extent.
In some cases only a few hills were affected, in other instances the loss
reached several thousand dollars. When it was announced that the
hop louse was in Oregon, many would-be hop sellers denied it, and
fought the statement so steadily that active work on the part of the
growers against the pest was delayed. The most skeptical were finally
convinced, and then, prices on hops being more or less affected in con-
sequence, the important question arose, "How can we best combat
it ?''

This, in turn, brought out all sorts of theories regarding the life his-
tory of the insect, some plausible, some exceedingly wild, but none
seemed more wild to the Oregon hop grower than the statement re-
sulting from very thorough work done by the United States Depart-
ment of Entomology, to the effect that the autumn broods deposited
their eggs on the plum and the new broods returned from the plum to
the hops the following spring. Conversation with the owner of the
hop yard in Lane county, above referred to, a man who had been
among hops in England for the greater part of his life, and a man
keenly observant, elicited the emphatic statement that ''the lice could
not have come from his plum or prune trees.'' His statements had
such weight, and seemed to be substantiated so completely by personal
observations in this yard, that, in publishing an article on the "Hop
Louse,'' in the Oregonian of September 3d, we made the statement
that in Oregon, possibly, the life history of Phorodon hurnuli might
differ somewhat from that of the same species in the East and in Europe,
that is, in regard to its hibernation.

A second visit to this same hop yard, however, in November, after
the winter eggs were laid, afforded us an opportunity to change our
first idea, and caused us to adopt the one promulgated by the Depart-
ment at Washington, D. C., for there, adjoining the hops, and sepa-
rated from them by a strip of willow shoots, on a thicket of Peterson's
Seedling plums or Peterson's Drupe, were found thousands of eggs,
without question those of Phorodon; their immense numbers would
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preclude their being anything else. The yard had been first and worse
affected on the side toward this thicket, away from the cultivated
plums and prunes, hence drawing the suspicion of the owner to the
willows, which were infested with a louse, but not Pliorodon, and
which were, for the most part, promptly destroyed. This thicket of
Peterson's Seedlings had been overlooked on our first visit.

At this second examination the Italian prunes, French prunes, cher-
ries, and all the varieties of cultivated plums, including the Damsons,
were carefully examined, and no eggs were found upon them. This
may have been due to the presence of a variety (the Peterson's Seed-
ling) more acceptable to the lice than the cultivated varieties, yet the
cultivated varieties seem to be remarkably exempt, a fact which should
encourage those of our hop-growers who would also raise prunes.

The result of these observations were immediately published, and
hop-raisers were urged to destroy all these unremunerative plum thick-
ets by burning.

Thereupon letters came in from the different hop-raising counties in
Oregon and also from Washington state, claiming that the hop louse
was found on the willow, alder, vine maple, Indian peach, and even
upon the oak and laurel, accompanied by assertions that "at any rate
they were the insects that had injured their hops.'' In many cases
specimens were sent, and in such cases, and in very many instances
where personal observations were possible, the insects proved to be a
species of aphid2e other than Phorodon Izurnuli.

In the latter part of December, in order to ascertain how large losses
were sustained, what varieties of trees seemed most affected, how great
a distance the louse would travel in its migrations, etc., circulars were
sent to all hop-raisers in Oregon and Washington whose address could
be obtained, and to many of the leading growers in California, asking
for cuttings, and answers to the questions above indicated. To these
circulars there was a very general response with cuttings carefully
labeled, and with letters; about 6 per cent of the circulars elicited
replies.

It is hardly possible at this early date, to draw broad conclusions
from these replies, but what evidence may be safely drawn from them
is given beyond.
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THE LIFE HISTORY OF PHORODON.

The necessarily limited results of the season's work here tallies so
completely, as might have been expected, with the result of work done
by the United States Department of Entomology in Europe and Amer-
ica contemporaneously, that the life history is here given as elaborated
by that Department with the assurance that its habits here and in the
East are practically identical.

This life history is published in Insect Lfe, Vol. 1, p. 133, and in
the Repo? t of the U. S. Department of Agriculture for i888, t. 93. In
the latter volume is a review of the literature and past work, and in
both works remedies are given, more completely, however, in the lat-

ter. This latter work should take precedence, as being most authentic
over all previous work on this insect, results of which previous work
have been published in Europe and America.

During the winter season the small glossy, black, oval eggs of the
hop plant louse are formed on terminal twigs of wild and cultivated
species of .Prunus, especially in bud axils. From this winter egg there
hatches a so-called stem-mother, which is characterized by being some-
what shorter with shorter legs and shorter honey tubes than the indi-
viduals in the other generations.

Stem-Mother much enlarged. Head and one antenna of same much enlarged.
(After Riley.)

Three parthenogenetic generations, i. e., from virgin mothers, are
produced on Prunus, the third becoming winged, and this latter form,
called the winged migrant, migrates to the hop plant.
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Winged Migrant, much enlarged, with head and first two joints of antenna also en-
]arged. (After Riley.)

A number of parthenogenetic generations are developed upon the-
hops until autumn, when winged females are again produced. These
are the return migrants, which fly back to the plum, where, after a
few days, they each produce three or more young. These never be-
come winged and are the true sexual females.

Wingless Sexual Female, found on plum in the autumn; enlarged.
(After Riley.)

A little later on, the hop, the true winged male, and the only male of
the whole series, is developed, and these males also congregate on the
plum on whose leaves toward the end of the season they are found
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pairing with the wingless females, and these females deposit the eggs,
at first green, later turning black, which are to last through the win-
ter and form the foundation for the next season's brood.

/-_

Winged Male, much enlarged. (After Riley.)

Three Eggs; and Female more or less collapsed after depositing; much enlarged.
(After Riley.)
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Regarding the rapidity with which this pest increases and the dam
age it may do, we can do no better than to quote Prof. Riley: "Each
parthenogetic female will produce about one hundred young, (the
stern-mother being probably more prolific), or an average of three per
day under favorable conditions. Each generation begins to breed
about the eighth day after birth, so that the issue of a single individual
easily runs up, in the course of the summer to trillions. The number of
leaves (700 hills, each with two poles and two vines) to an acre of hops,
as grown in the United States, will not on the average much exceed a.
million before the period of blooming or burning; so that the issue
from a single stem-mother may, under favorable circumstances, blight.
hundreds of acres in the course of two or three months.''

On the other hand a large prolortion of the eggs laid in the autumn
never hatch, but shrivel and perish and the stem-mothers may be very
much reduced in numbers by meteorological conditions, and by the
attacks of enemies.

RESULT OF THE SEASON'S OBSERVATIONS IN
OREGON.

It is well to note that the word Prunus, used above, does not neces-
sarily mean prunes, but it is the generic name for all wild and cultiva-
ted plums and prunes, and one or two varieties of wild cherries.

From examinations of many cuttings and visits to prune and plum
orchards, in the vicinity of infested yards, it would seem tbat the cul-
tivated varieties of plums and prunes are rarely infested. On Italian
prunes no eggs whatever were found. The Damson plum the same;
even trees growing by the side of and in an infested yard showing no
eggs. In one instance, however, cuttings reported to be Damson were
found to be infested with eggs, which may or may not have been those
of Phoroa'on. In another instance eggs were found on cuttings from
French and Silver prunes, in numbers indicating that they were the
eggs of Phorodon, but the evidence is not conclusive, and said cuttings.
are now in our possession with many others awaiting the hatching of
the eggs. It seems, too, quite a natural inference that there may be
an overflow from the chosen vatieties of Prurnis to other varieties in
close proximity when the insects are present in very large numbers,
the latter vafiety not being touched when not closely adjoining the
preferred variety.
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The so-called wild plums, or seedlings, such as the Jefferson, the
Washington, the Helm and Peterson's Drupe or Peterson's Seedling,
especially the latter, seem to be favorites with this pest.

The statement is made by Prof. Riley, as one result of the work re-
ferred to above, that "the careful grower is independent of slovenly
neighbors, infection from one hop yard to another not taking place."

This of course means when the yards are at some distance from each
ther. These insects live by sucking the juice from the plant on

which they live. They are perpetually pumping the sap up through
their beaks and, no winged individuals appearing during the summer,
they could hardly exist in the absence of their food plant during the long
time it would take for them to crawl from one yard to another at a
considerable distance.

At the same time, it remains to be seen whether the sudden discov-
ery in a yard near by another yard already infested, is due to the in-
sects by some means getting into the second yard, or to the fact that
the owner of the second yard did not observe the lice in his yard un-
til they had increased in numbers, though they were really there, in
very limited numbers, before he discovered them.

Yards on low lands, river bottoms, for instance, more or less sur-
rounded by timber, which keeps away the breeze and considerable sun,
have been found much more infested than hop yards on higher ground
receiving the sun and breeze, even though the latter yard may adjoin
prune or plum orchards containing varieties preferred by this species.

It was asserted here, early in the season, that the reported hop louse
was the common green louse of the apple, Aphis mall. The two can
not possibly be confounded; the latter is shorter, a darker green,
more "chunky" than Phoi-odon. Phorodon has red eyes, is of a yel-
lowish green color, with black markings on the two-winged forms,
with the exception of the stem-mother, the first and second joint of the
antenna, or both joints, and, in most cases the front, between the
bases of the antenn, are provided with small processes or "horns.''
These can be easily seen with a good lense.

The red eyes of Phorodon would immediately distinguish it from
Abhispruni, also found on the plum and prune.

The Aphidm reported to the station as being identical vith the hop
louse, and found on the alder, willow, vine maple, Indian peach, etc.,
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have all proved upon examination to be other species not affecting
hops.

The autumn migrants (female) to the plum have been observed late
this season on plums far removed from hop yards, each surrounded by
two or three progeny, and the fact that hop growers whose yards were
affected knew of no plums in their neighborhood, is evidence that the
winged migrants fly a long distance.

In one instance a loser wrote that no plums were near his yards, and
hence he discredited the report of the winter eggs being found on the
plum. Later he did find plums and forwarded cuttings upon which
were numerous eggs.

One hop-grower, to whom the Department it indebted for many
courtesies, has honest doubts about the eggs which were found by the
thousands upon Peterson's Seedlings adjoining his yards, being the
eggs of P/iorodo,i, claiming that that variety of plum has always been
infested with lice to a considerable extent before he raised hops. Such
doubts are always welcome, yet it appears, not only from the enormous
number of eggs, which alone is convincing proof of their origin, but
also from the close proximity of the thicket to the affected side of the
hop yard, and the finding of many eggs on cuttings of the same varie-
ty, from other localities, that their identity is beyond question. The
owner of these trees has promised to destroy them, but will leave a few
to afford an opportunity in the spring to test the accuracy of the above
statement.

Only one instance of the occurrence of the louse is reported from
California, and from the nature of the case implicit confidence cannot
be placed in the report.

Hop vines in private yards in the city of Portland and throughout
the Willamette valley have been reported to have been covered with
lice in many cases, thus affording means of spreading this pçst. As a
rule the owners not appreciating the importance of the matter, let the
lice have their own way unmolested.

In Oregon the prese1t season is practically the first in which the lice
have been destructive, a very few having been reported as observed
the year before, but in Washington one grower claims they have been
present for a number of years.
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In one instance in our state this season eggs were found on cuttings
from Peterson's Seedlings one-half mile from any hop yard.

METHODS OF PREVENTION AND REMEDIES.

Clear away superfluous timber about yards, letting in plenty of sun
and breeze. Destroy, by cutting down and burning, all unremunera-
tive plum seedlings, wild p]ums, etc., growing anywhere in a
raising country. Avoid the importation of eggs on pium scions from
localities infested with hop louse.

Burn the vines directly after pickitig the hops. This does not mean
three days after, nor a week, nor Iwo weeks, thus al/owing time not only

for the winged fimales to fly to the plum, hut for the males to mature and
follow them; hut it means that they should he burned the same day, eves
1 it requires fuel to accomplish it, and the hiring of a special squad of
laborers to follow the pickers.

Should the eggs be known to occur on cultivated plums or prunes
of value, they could be in part destroyed by thoroughly spraying the
trees, when the buds are dormant, with strong caustic solutions, as for
instance i lb. of concentrated lye to 2 gallons of water. This should
never /,e used alter the buds begin to swell.

The present season is so far advanced (April) it would be safer to
treat the trees, directly after the insect has hatched (and this would
not be labor thrown away, whatever aphis is infesting the trees), with
any of the mixtures which have been found effective against plant lice
and not injurious to vegetation. A resin wash, made as follows, affords
a good spray for this purpose: Melt lbs. of resin, and add to it 3
lbs. of washing soda, then enough water to make 36 pints of the corn-
pound. When wanted for use add ro parts of water to every one part
of the compound, and warm to 1200 Fahr.; apply it at this tempera-
ture.

Any one of the solutions given below would he efficacious.

This spraying of trees might well be repeated in the fall after the
lice have returned to the plum, making the solutions a little stronger.

These measures faithfully carried out must necessarily reduce the
evil to a very large extent.
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it is to be hoped that the tedious and expensive process of spraying
the hop vines themselves may not have to be resorted to. Neverthe-
less, in view of the fact that none of the radical remedies mentioned
above were used the past season, and that in consequence, the vines
may be badly affected again this year, some treatment of them may
seem a necessity.

The following has been found efficacious and is not a very expensive
remedy:

QUASSIA AND SOAP.

Quassia chips, 6 lbs., soaked in six or eight gallons of water for three
or four days, then boiled two hours, strained, and to the liquid add
enough water to make ioo gallons. Then add ro lbs. of soft soap, or
whale-oil soap, and heat until the soap is thoroughly dissolved. Or,
the soap can be added and heated after straining the chips, and then
add enough water to make 100 gallons. This amount would cost 90
cents or less.

KEROSENE EMULSION.

Kerosene oil (any quality) 8 pints, water 4 pints, soap lb. Heat
the water and soap and add it to the kerosene when boiling hot; churn
this mIxture for ten minutes or more with a force pump. When want-
ed for use dilute with exactly thirty times its volume of water and
apply as spray. One hundred gallons of this would cost about 20
cents. It is said to be very effective if thoroughly applied. The
kerosene odor will disappear from the vines a few days after applica-
tion. If used weaker it is not effective; if used much stronger it will
injure the foliage to some extent.

SOFT SOAP AND TOOAO.

Ten gallons of soft soap (rorne made) to ioo gallons of water, to
which a decoction made from about 20 lbs. of tobacco waste, is added,
ought to be efficacious. Care should be taken not to get the tobacco
solution of such a strength as to give to the bur a lasting odor which
would injure its quality. No case is known to us of these actual pro-
portions being used.

One hundred gallons of any spray, if used with the proper kind of
machinery, should be about enough to spray an acre of hops.
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A progressive hop-grower has suggested that, where the destruction
of a crop is threatened, the greener hops be picked first, even though
a less price is received for them, inasmuch as the lice will attack the
green vines from choice, and they should be harvested and out of the
way as soon as possible.

Another observer has suggested the possibility of burning smudges
at night in the hop yards situated on low land, the smudges to be made
by saturating straw or sawdust with coal tar with the addition of pow-
dered sulphur, and the distribution of this in bushel heaps among the
hops. He speaks of this as a possible preventive.

Regarding nozzles to be used in spraying, the Cyclone nozzle with
the Vermorel adjustment is undoubtedly the best, with one nozzle so
made that the under side of the leaves can be sprayed with it. "Late
in the season, however, when the spray is directed directly upward and
more force is required, the Climax nozzle can be used to advantage."

Acknowledgments are due Mrs. C. H. Zimmerman, of Benton coun-
ty, Mr. S. Smeed, of Lane conntv,and others for information,assistance,
and various courtesies.

Green Aphis (Aphis itfaii); actual size, and enlarged. Inserted for comparison
with the hop Louse.


